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VEHICLE WASH & VALET

EXTERIOR CLEANING

1  CAR SHAMPOO  
A concentrated soap detergent, specially formulated for 
cleaning vehicles by hand.

     
2  FORMULA 1 

A concentrated car shampoo for all vehicles. Can be used 
through a machine or for general handwashing applications. 
Dilute with up to 60 parts water.   

 3  RT200 
An all-in-1 degreaser, detergent and waxing compound
to remove grease, grime and all traffic film deposits 
from vehicles. Dries to a high shine, giving extra 
protection against light rust and re-depositing of traffic film. 
Dilute with up to 100 parts water.

 4  TITAN
Super detergent designed to efficiently remove surface dirt 
from all kinds of vehicles without affecting the paintwork. 
After rinsing, the vehicle surface will be left with a high gloss 
wax film, which protects the surface against moisture and 
atmospheric weathering effects. 
Dilute with up to 60 parts water.

 5  WASH N WAX 
Designed to efficiently remove surface dirt from all kinds of 
vehicles without affecting the paintwork. After rinsing, the 
vehicle surface will be left with a high gloss wax film, which 
protects the surface against moisture and atmospheric 
weathering effects. Dilute with up to 60 parts water.

 6  WASH N WAX SUPREME
A highly concentrated vehicle shampoo and waxing 
compound that leaves a protective shine.  
Dilute with up to 600 parts water.

7  TRUCKWASH 
Concentrated truck washing detergent. 
Can be used through a pressure cleaner or by hand.  
Dilute with up to 60 parts water.

8  FLEET 
A truck washing detergent and all purpose degreaser. 
Effective for dissolving oil, grease and grime from painted 
surfaces without affecting sound paintwork. 
Dilute with up to 40 parts water.

9  MULTISOAP 
A general purpose neutral detergent for light to medium 
duty applications. For cleaning and degreasing and regular 
maintenance of all surfaces. Dilute with up to 60 parts water.

10  DISSOLVE 
A medium duty alkaline solvent detergent especially 
formulated for dissolving of oils, grease and grime from all 
surfaces. May also be used in hot water pressure cleaners. 
Dilute with up to 20 parts water.

 11  CAR POLISH 
Polish application for regular maintenance to enhance the 
appearance of the vehicle. Apply with a clean cloth and buff 
to a high shine.

12  VARIKLEEN T 
An economical washing powder especially formulated for the 
washing of tarpaulins and canvasses.

 13  P.O.G. 
For the removal of tar and bitumen as well as heavy build up 
of grease from trucks and tankers. Use as supplied. 
This product must only be used on non-painted surfaces 
as it can affect certain painted surfaces.

LIQUID VOLUMES 5L (x4) | 25L | 210L DRY POWDER VOLUMES 5kg | 25kg

MADE WITH  
BIODEGRADABLE
RAW MATERIALS 

FLAMMABLE
SUBSTANCE 

Since the levels of perfumes and dyes incorporated in our products are 
minimal, it is deemed that the final dilution of the ingredients should 
not be harmful to the environment.

Certain products contain flammable substances. This icon indicates 
that the product has been deemed flammable.
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 14  BLAST OFF
A solvent based, ready to use engine cleaner, parts washer 
& floor degreaser. It contains an emulsifier which enables 
rinsing off with water after degreasing. Use as supplied.

     

 15  ENGINE CLEANER 
A ready to use solvent engine cleaner. 
Fully emulsifiable with water. 

 16  PARTS WASHER 
A ready to use solvent parts cleaner. 
Fully emulsifiable with water.

17  G3 
A powerful emulsifiable solvent degreaser for the removal 
of tar, bitumen, wax and latex by-products. A heavy duty 
workshop floor cleaner. Ideal for cleaning cement pavers 
and service station forecourts.

18  GREASE EATER
A strong emulsifiable solvent degreaser for the removal of 
oil, grease and workshop grime from engines, chassis, small 
parts and floors.

19  GREASE EATER (WATER BASED)
A highly concentrated water based degreaser that cleans 
vinyl and plastic garden furniture, sinks, pots and pans, 
engines, mags, equipment and garage floors. 
Leaves no residue. Dilute with up to 500 parts water.

 20  TAR & BITUMEN REMOVER 
A powerful, emulsifiable, solvent degreaser for the removal of 
tar, bitumen, wax and latex by-products. Use as supplied.

21  TRAFFIC FILM REMOVER 
A heavy duty general purpose cleaner and degreaser for 
engines and chassis, (a concentrated blend of detergents 
and sequestrants specifically formulated to remove traffic 
film, oil, grease and general soiling from all types of vehicles). 
Dilute with up to 40 parts water.

22  HD100 
A powerful and effective degreaser for dissolving heavy oil, 
grease and grime from all surfaces. Can be used in hot or cold 
pressure cleaners. Dilute with up to 100 parts water.

23  SUPERCHARGE 
An eco friendly, super concentrated, heavy duty cleaner 
and degreaser which contains a citrus extract. 
Cleans all washable surfaces that are heavily soiled. 
Dilute with up to 500 parts water.

24  SUPERCHARGE 50 
An eco friendly, more ready to use, heavy duty cleaner 
and degreaser which contains a citrus extract. 
Cleans all washable surfaces that are heavily soiled. 
Dilute with up to 250 parts water.

25  MAXI FOAM 
A concentrated heavy duty water based degreaser. 
Dilute with up to 60 parts water.

26  DERUST 
An acid based cleaner used for removing light rust and 
oxidation from aluminium and stainless steel surfaces. 
Ideal for cleaning mags and wheel rims. Use as supplied.

27  ALUMINIUM CLEANER  
A water based acidic cleaner for aluminium and stainless 
steel parts on vehicles, i.e. mags, rims, diesel tanks, engine 
grilles etc. Dilute with up to 6 parts water.

28  POWDER DEGREASER  
A non-caustic powder degreaser for soak tank degreasing. 
Best used in a heated tank. Suitable for floor degreasing 
and cleaning. Use 4kg to 100L of water.

 29  PREPCLEAN 
A general purpose pre-wash spotter to aid in the removal 
of bugs and road grime from heavily soiled areas, i.e. engine 
grilles, wheel hubs etc.

30  BE369  
This product contains only fully biodegradable raw materials. 
An environmentally friendly detergent and powerful 
degreaser. An all surface cleaner. Dilute with up to 
50 parts water.

31  BE50 
An environmentally friendly detergent and light degreaser. 
An all surface cleaner. Dilute with up to 30 parts water.

HEAVY DUTY DEGREASERS
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CT:      T +27 (0)21 551 7690  |  F +27 (0)21 551 7694  |  E sales@laserchemicals.com 

JHB:      T +27 (0)11 658 1947  or  +27 (0)11 658 0071  |  E salesjhb@laserchemicals.com
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 46  GRIT HAND CLEANER  
A non-perfumed hand cleaner containing ground pumice for 
extra abrasion. Removes grease, grime and paint. 
Contains lanolin to prevent dry skin. Will not block drains.

     

 47  HANDY  
A smooth, waterless hand cleaner paste for oil, grease and 
grime removal with a pleasant almond fragrance. 
Contains lanolin to prevent dry skin.  

 48  HANDY GRIT 
Waterless hand cleaner containing ground pumice for extra 
abrasion to remove heavy oil, grease, grime and ink. 
Has a pleasant almond fragrance. Contains lanolin 
to prevent dry skin. Will not block drains.

 49  FIVE STAR HAND CLEANER 
A paste type hand cleaner containing a mild abrasive 
for the removal of oil grease and grime removal. 
Contains moisturisers for the protection of the skin.

50  PINK HANDSOAP 
A mild handsoap with antibacterial properties for everyday 
use. Suitable for use in all public areas. Lightly fragranced.   

 32  P.O.G.  
A spot remover for carpets and cloth upholstery.  
Removes bubblegum and tar. Use as supplied.  
Apply with a clean cloth and dab to remove spots.

     
33  LASERWASH 

General purpose cleaner and degreaser for high pressure 
and steam cleaning of carpets and upholstery. 
Dilute with up to 10 parts water for steam cleaning. 
Dilute 100ml with 12L of water for carpet cleaning. 
Use together with 50ml of Laser FABSOFT.  

34  LASERFRESH 
A perfumed general purpose cleaner and degreaser, 
specially formulated for steam cleaning of carpets and 
upholstery. Dilute with up to 10 parts water for steam 
cleaning. Dilute 100ml with 12L water for carpet cleaning. 
Use together with 50ml Laser FABSOFT.

35  WINDOW CLEANER 
Window, tile and mirror cleaner. 
Dilute with up to 5 parts water.

 36  PENETRATING OIL AEROSOL 
An aerosol moisture displacer, lubricant, mild rust remover, 
water repellent and penetrating oil.   

37  SPRING FRESH AIR FRESHENER
A car and vehicle air freshener. Can be sprayed lightly over
the material seat covers and carpets to leave a lingering 
fresh scent.

 38  AIR FRESHENER 
A ready to use perfumed liquid deodoriser. 
Use as supplied in a trigger spray bottle.

 39  DASH DANDY 
A lavender fragranced tyre/dashboard protective emulsion. 
Use as tyre dressing, dashboard restorer on vinyl interior of 
vehicles and PVC bumpers.

 40  NUSIL
A blend of silicone and solvent additives. A silicone lubricant, 
release agent and dashboard restorer. Can be used on tyres 
and all vinyl trims. Use as supplied. Best applied with 
a soft sponge.

 41  LIQUID SILICONE 
A silicone lubricant, release agent and dashboard restorer. 
Can be used on tyres and all vinyl trims. Use as supplied. 
Best applied with a soft sponge.

 42  SILICONE AEROSOL 
Lubricant, release agent and dashboard restorer. 
Available in a variety of fragrances.

 43  TYRE GLOSS 
A silicone based liquid dressing to give tyres and vinyl 
surfaces a ‘new look’ finish.
 

 44  TYRE PAINT 
A black paint dressing for all vehicle tyres.

 45  TYRE SHINE
A water based liquid to give tyres and vinyl trim surfaces  
a ‘new look’ finish.

INTERIOR CLEANING & TYRE DRESSINGS

HAND CARE


